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ABSTRACT
Portland’s public transportation system, TriMet, is an extensive network of buses,
light rail, and streetcars. Millions of passengers ride on the transit system every year.
Likewise, each year thousands of people are victims of violent crimes in public spaces
throughout the city. A geospatial analysis of assault crimes may offer law enforcement
an invaluable tool for examining the spatial patterns of assaults. This project is a
spatiotemporal exploratory analysis of assault crime near transit nodes in Portland,
Oregon. The analysis calculates location quotients for aggravated assaults, simple
assaults, and intimidation assaults at the macro, meso and micro levels. Location
quotients measure the concentration of each offense type in buffered areas around
transit nodes relative to the surrounding area at each level of the analysis. Location
quotients at the macro level for each offense type in each year of the study period were
between 2.4 and 2.8, indicating assault crime concentrations were approximately two
and a half times to nearly three times higher in areas within 500 feet of the transit
system throughout the entire city. The results of the macro analysis suggest that a
spatial relationship exists between Portland’s public transportation network and
locations of assault crimes. Results of the meso and micro levels varied considerably
between neighborhoods and intersections, suggesting other underlying factors should
be studied.
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INTRODUCTION
The city of Portland, Oregon is renowned for its robust public transportation
system known as TriMet. The entire TriMet system operates throughout the greater
Portland metro area, which extends into neighboring Clackamas and Washington
Counties. Within the Portland city boundary, the network is comprised of over 3,600
stop locations for buses, light rail trains and streetcars. Additionally, the network
operates 6 transit centers within Portland’s boundary as well as 16 park and ride
locations. Each year, the network transports millions of passengers all throughout the
city of Portland and surrounding communities. Likewise, each year thousands of people
are victims of violent crimes in public spaces throughout the city.
Every year TriMet publishes statistics for crimes reported on each mode of
transit. Portland’s local newspaper, The Oregonian, has also published articles about
crime on the TriMet transit system, such as Assault, vandalism, and theft: Inside
TriMet’s dramatic crime spike and What’s Portland’s most crime-ridden bus line? 10
facts about TriMet’s latest crime stats (Njus 2018, Rose 2014). However, these statistics
and news reports focus on crimes that occurred on the network. Previous studies of
spatial relationships between crime and mass transit have focused on property crime.
Warren’s paper The Spatial Relationship Between Crime and Public Transportation: A
Geospatial Analysis of Salt Lake City’s TRAX System, focuses on burglary crimes near
light rail stations (Warren, 2014). Barthuly’s paper Spatial Analysis of Burglary and
Robbery Crime Concentration Near Mass-Transit in Portland studies property crimes
near public transit nodes in Portland (Barthuly, 2019).
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The Portland Police Bureau was one of 400 law enforcement agencies recruited
to participate in the National Crime Statistics Exchange (NCS-X), a program designed to
compile a national sample of incident-based crime data using the National IncidentBased Reporting System (NIBRS). PPB's participation in NCS-X facilitated a switch to
NIBRS in April 2015 and subsequently changed the way reported crime statistics are
calculated and presented. NIBRS was designed to provide a more comprehensive view
of the occurrence of crime when compared to traditional reporting systems. NIBRS is an
incident-based reporting system where all offenses committed by the same offender, or
group of offenders acting in concert, at the same time and place are considered to be
part of the same incident. (PPB, n.d.). NIBRS was implemented to improve the overall
quality of crime data collected by law enforcement. NIBRS captures details on each
single crime incident, as well as on separate offenses within the same incident (FBI,
n.d.). PPB publishes crime statistics on their website each month and hosts an Open
Data Portal to download annual crime data as .csv files containing latitude and longitude
coordinate data fields.
This project performs a spatiotemporal exploratory analysis on Portland’s annual
crime incident data to investigate whether a spatial relationship exists between assault
crimes and Portland’s TriMet public transportation system. The study focuses
specifically on three categories of assault crimes: aggravated assaults, simple assaults,
and intimidation. Aggravated assault is defined as an attack by one person on another
involving a weapon and/or severe injury to the victim. Simple assault is defined as
unlawful attack by one person on another not involving a weapon or severe injury to the
victim. Intimidation is defined as the act of unlawfully placing another person in
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reasonable fear of bodily harm through the use of threats or other conduct without the
display of a weapon or actual physical attack and includes stalking and threats (PPB,
n.d.).
Analyses are performed at the macro, meso and micro levels over a study period
of five years, between 2015 and 2019. At the macro level, average nearest neighbor,
incremental spatial autocorrelation, kernel density, and hot spot analyses are utilized to
examine the point pattern distribution of each offense type during each year. Location
quotients are calculated at the macro, meso, and micro levels to quantify the
concentration levels of each offense type relative to the surrounding area during each
year of the study period. At the macro level, a buffered area around the entire transit
network throughout the city of Portland is studied. At the meso level, crime incident
points are aggregated to the neighborhood level. At the micro level, location quotients
are calculated for crime patterns across four distance bands around transit nodes
located at five street intersections.
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METHODS
Data
Crime Data
The project utilized crime incident point data for the years 2015 – 2019. Datasets
are published annually and are available from the Portland Police Bureau and the City
of Portland’s Open Data portal as plain text .csv files. Each dataset contains all reported
crime incidents in Portland for each year. The data was imported into ArcGIS Pro as
unprojected XY Point Data in the GCS_WGS_1984 coordinate system. Table 2-1
contains metadata for each year of crime data provided by the Portland Police Bureau.
Table 2-1: Portland reported crime metadata.
Name of Datasets

Offense/Reported Crime Open Data

Publication Dates

2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019

Author/Owner

Portland Police Bureau, City of Portland

URL of Repositories

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/71978

Description

Reported crime incidents including case number,
date of occurrence, time, address, neighborhood,
crime against, offense category, offense type,
offense count, latitude, and longitude.

Coordinate System for Open
Data X/Y

Geometry Type

XY points use the Oregon State Plane North (3601),
NAD83 HARN, US International Feet coordinate
system.
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/627228

Point vector
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Noted limitations of crime incident datasets are that crime point locations are not
exact. Offenses that occurred at an intersection are mapped to the centroid of the
intersection. Offenses that occurred at a specific address are mapped to the mid-point
of the block on which they occurred (PPB, n.d.).
Figures 2-1 through 2-5 show crime data for reported assault incidents classified
by offense type in Portland, Oregon between 2015 – 2019.

Figure 2-1: Reported assault incidents, 2015.
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Figure 2-2: Reported assault incidents, 2016.

Figure 2-3: Reported assault incidents, 2017.
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Figure 2-4: Reported assault incidents, 2018.

Figure 2-5: Reported assault incidents, 2019.
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Public Transit System Data
The analysis is an examination of the spatial patterns of assault crimes and their
distribution around Portland’s TriMet public transportation network. TriMet operates the
city’s buses, the MAX (Metropolitan Area Express) Light Rail, and the Portland Streetcar
systems. Spatial datasets are made publicly available for download on TriMet’s
Developer Resources website. The datasets from TriMet are shapefiles representing
stops, transit centers and park & ride locations as point vector features. A routes
shapefile consists of polyline vector features of bus, MAX Light Rail and Portland
Steetcar routes. The network includes 3,445 bus stops, 108 MAX light rail stops, 55
streetcar stops, and 17 shared bus, and streetcar stops. There are 6 transit center
stations, which are centralized locations throughout the city where multiple routes
converge to allow riders to transfer from one route to another. Additionally, there are 16
park & ride locations within the city of Portland’s boundary.
Tables 2-7 through 2-10 show metadata for each of the TriMet vector data
shapefiles. Figures 2-6 through 2-9 show the geographic representations of the point
and polyline vector data.
Table 2-2: TriMet Stops metadata.
Name of dataset

Stops (tm_stops)

Updated

April 16, 2021

Owner

TriMet

URL of repository

https://developer.trimet.org/gis/

Description

Active transit stops

Projected coordinate
system
Geometry and Data
Type

NAD_1983_HARN_StatePlane_Oregon_North_FIPS_3601
Point, Vector
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Figure 2-6: TriMet stop locations in Portland.

Table 2-3: TriMet Routes metadata.
Name of dataset

Routes (tm_routes)

Updated

April 12, 2021

Owner

TriMet

URL of repository

https://developer.trimet.org/gis/

Description

All existing bus and rail lines

Geographic
coordinate system

GCS_North_American_1983_HARN

Projected coordinate
system

NAD_1983_HARN_StatePlane_Oregon_North_FIPS_3601

Geometry Type

Polyline

Data Type

Vector
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Figure 2-7: TriMet bus, MAX light rail, and streetcar routes.

Table 2-4: TriMet Transit Centers metadata.
Name of dataset

Transit Centers (tm_tran_cen)

Updated

September 11, 2020

Owner

TriMet

URL of repository

https://developer.trimet.org/gis/

Description

Transit Centers

Geographic
coordinate system
Projected coordinate
system

GCS_North_American_1983_HARN
NAD_1983_HARN_StatePlane_Oregon_North_FIPS_3601

Geometry Type

Point

Data Type

Vector
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Figure 2-8: TriMet transit centers in Portland.

Table 2-5: TriMet Park & Rides metadata.
Name of dataset

Park and Rides (tm_parkride)

Updated

September 1, 2020

Owner

TriMet

URL of repository

https://developer.trimet.org/gis/

Description

TriMet park and ride locations.

Geographic
coordinate system
Projected coordinate
system
Geometry Type

GCS_North_American_1983_HARN

Data Type

Vector

NAD_1983_HARN_StatePlane_Oregon_North_FIPS_3601
Point
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Figure 2-9: TriMet park & ride locations in Portland.

City Boundary, Neighborhoods and Major Water Bodies Data
Shapefiles of the City of Portland’s boundary and major water bodies, such as
the Columbia and Willamette rivers, are also used for providing visual context and
cartographic features to help map readers orient themselves with the geographic layout
of the study area. The city boundary shapefile is also used for clipping crime and transit
network features to only those points or lines that lie within the city’s boundary. The
spatial data for both the city’s boundary and major rivers were downloaded from the
Oregon Metro Regional Land Information System (RLIS) Discovery website. Datasets of
Oregon and Washington state boundaries are TIGER/Line shapefiles from the U.S.
Census Bureau.
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The Portland crime data files contain a field in each table listing the
neighborhood where an offense occurred. For that reason, the analysis aggregates
criminal offenses at the neighborhood level to look for patterns in the distribution of
assault offenses that may exist both within and between neighborhoods and their
respective proximity to the transit system. Spatial data for Portland neighborhoods is
available from the City of Portland’s Open Data Portal as a polygon shapefile.
Tables 2-6 through 2-8 show the metadata for the Portland city boundary,
Portland neighborhoods and major water body shapefiles. Figures 2-10 and 2-11 show
each of these vector datasets in map form.

Table 2-6: Portland city boundary metadata.
Name of
dataset

City Limits (poly)

Updated

February 4, 2021

Owner

Metro Data Resource Center

URL of
repository

http://rlisdiscovery.oregonmetro.gov/

Description
Horizontal
Datum
Planar
Distance Units
Grid
coordinate
system
Geometry &
Data Type

Incorporated city boundaries in and around the Portland
metropolitan area, derived from Boundary Commission and
Oregon Secretary of State filed annexations.
D_North_American_1983_HARN
International foot
NAD_1983_HARN_StatePlane_Oregon_North_FIPS_3601
Polygon, Vector
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Table 2-7: Major water bodies metadata.
Name of
dataset
Updated
Owner
URL of
repository
Description
Horizontal
Datum
Planar
Distance Units
Grid
coordinate
system
Geometry &
Data Type

Major Rivers (poly)
February 3, 2016
Metro Data Resource Center
http://rlisdiscovery.oregonmetro.gov/
Major rivers and water bodies derived from Metro’s Riv_poly data
layer.
D_North_American_1983_HARN
International foot
NAD_1983_HARN_StatePlane_Oregon_North_FIPS_3601
Polygon, Vector

Figure 2-10: Portland city boundary and major water bodies.
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Table 2-8: Neighborhood boundaries metadata.
Name of dataset

Neighborhoods_pdx

Updated

December 23, 2020

Owner

City of Portland

URL of repository

https://gis-pdx.opendata.arcgis.com/

Description

Portland neighborhood association boundaries

Grid

State plane coordinate system 1983(91)

Units

International feet

Datum

North American Datum of 1983/1991 (HPGN)

Geometry Type

Point

Data Type

Vector

Figure 2-11: Portland neighborhood boundaries.
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Techniques
Crime Data Preparation
The geoprocessing workflow for preparing the crime data .csv files was repeated
for each year of crime data (2015 – 2019). Each file was found to contain thousands of
reported incidents that did not include XY coordinate data. Therefore, those rows were
manually removed from the files before they were imported into ArcGIS Pro. Table 2-9
shows the percentage of incident data points for each offense type that were unusable
due to a lack of XY coordinate data for each year.

Table 2-9: Percentage of reported assault incidents missing XY coordinates.
Aggravated

Simple

Intimidation

2015

33.4%

56.5%

47.7%

2016

33.8%

39.0%

62.9%

2017

30.8%

51.7%

46.3%

2018

31.9%

48.9%

34.9%

2019

34.6%

48.1%

31.3%

The imported files did still however contain rows for other crime types that were
not included in the study, as well as rows that had occurrence dates that did not match
the year of the files. Those rows were removed by using the Make Feature Layer data
management tool in ArcGIS Pro and using SQL expressions to select only those
features with the desired offense types and occurrence dates for each year.
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Figure 2-12: Workflow in Model Builder to import crime incidents as XY point data and filter
records for specific offense types and date of occurrence.

After the crime data points were added to the map as unprojected XY point data,
the point feature layers for each year needed to be projected to the map’s projection
using the Project data management tool. The statistical analysis of the point data can
only be performed after the point data has been projected.

Figure 2-13: Workflow in Model Builder using an iterator to cycle through each year of crime
data and project the XY data points to the NAD 1983 HARN State Plane Oregon North FIPS
3601 map projection.

The next step in preparing the crime data was to remove any crime data points
that are outside of the city of Portland’s boundary. The Clip analysis tool was used on
each of the crime data features to extract only the crimes inside of the Portland city
boundary feature layer and added each of them as new feature layers.
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Figure 2-14: Workflow in Model Builder using an iterator to clip each of the crime data feature
layers to include only points that are within the Portland city boundary.

Macro Level Analysis
The macro level analysis looks at the distribution of each offense type across the
entire study area of the city of Portland between 2015 and 2019. Prior to conducting any
statistical analysis, a visual inspection of the point data was carried out by creating two
different thematic maps for each year in the study period. The first thematic map is a
visualization of the crime incident points using unique value symbology classification for
each offense type. The crime point data is overlayed on top of the transit network to
visually inspect where assault crimes are occurring in relation to transit nodes. There
are three categories of assault offense types: aggravated assault, simple assault, and
intimidation. Assigning each offense type a unique color symbol created a visualization
of the incident point data that allows a map reader to see both the frequency and
distribution of each crime type.
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Aggravated Assaults

Simple Assaults

Intimidation Assaults

Figure 2-15: Classified assault incident point locations. First row: 2015, second row: 2016, third
row: 2017, fourth row: 2018, fifth row: 2019.
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The unique values map only identifies the point locations of where a given
offense type occurred. Since coincident points overlay one another, the unique value
symbol maps do not reveal the number of offenses that occurred at any single location.
To conduct the statistical analysis for each offense type, the Select Layer by Attribute
and Copy Features data management tools were used to create individual feature
layers for each type of offense for all five years of crime data.

Figure 2-16: Workflow in Model Builder to select assault incident point features by their offense
type and create a new feature layer of only the selected features.

The crime incident point data contains a table field called Offense Count,
whereby a single point feature may be associated with multiple offenses. Likewise,
several coincident points also result from numerous single offense incidents occurring at
the same location. To create a visualization of the number of offenses that occurred at
each location, a graduated symbol map was also created for each year of crime data.
The process of summarizing offense counts that occurred at a single location utilized
the Dissolve data management tool. A new feature layer in which coincident points with
a common street address field value were dissolved into a single point and their offense
counts were summed. Graduated symbols were applied using a manual interval of five
classes. A graduated color ramp was also applied to enhance the differentiation
between symbols.
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Figure 2-17: Aggravated assault offenses, 2015.

Figure 2-18: Aggravated assault offenses, 2016.
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Figure 2-19: Aggravated assault offenses, 2017.

Figure 2-20: Aggravated assault offenses, 2018.
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Figure 2-21: Aggravated assault offenses, 2019.

Figure 2-22: Simple assault offenses, 2015.
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Figure 2-23: Simple assault offenses, 2016.

Figure 2-24: Simple assault offenses, 2017.
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Figure 2-25: Simple assault offenses, 2018.

Figure 2-26: Simple assault offenses, 2019.
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Figure 2-27: Intimidation offenses, 2015.

Figure 2-28: Intimidation offenses, 2016.
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Figure 2-29: Intimidation offenses, 2017.

Figure 2-30: Intimidation offenses, 2018.
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Figure 2-31: Intimidation offenses, 2019.

A test for clustering of the points is considered the most useful of the preliminary
global statistics tests (Chainey, 2005, p.17). Testing for clustering is the first step in
revealing whether data has hot spots of crime. Several approaches can be applied to
test for clustering in crime distributions. Most methods incorporate the basic principles
of hypothesis testing and classical statistics, in which the initial assumption is that the
crime distribution is one of complete spatial randomness (CSR). By setting the CSR
assumption as the null hypothesis, the crime distribution can be compared against a set
significance level to accept or reject the null hypothesis (Chainey, 2005, p. 17).
The Average Nearest Neighbor spatial statistics tool was used for each year of
point feature layers in the study period to calculate the average distance between each
point feature and its closest neighbor. The Average Nearest Neighbor spatial statistics
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tool calculates a nearest neighbor coefficient based on the average distance from each
point feature to its nearest neighboring point feature (ESRI, n.d.). The tool returns five
values: Observed Mean Distance, Expected Mean Distance, Nearest Neighbor Index, zscore, and p-value. The z-score and p-value results are measures of statistical
significance which inform us whether or not one can reject the null hypothesis, which
states that features are randomly distributed. The Nearest Neighbor Index is expressed
as the ratio of the Observed Mean Distance to the Expected Mean Distance. The
expected mean distance is the average distance between neighbors in a hypothetical
random distribution of crime events. If the index is less than 1, the pattern exhibits
clustering; if the index is greater than 1, the pattern exhibits dispersion (ESRI, n.d.).

Figure 2-32: Average Nearest Neighbor spatial statistic workflow in Model Builder.

Once the Average Nearest Neighbor statistic was calculated, the next step was
to perform a spatial autocorrelation test. Spatial autocorrelation techniques test whether
the distributions of point events are related to each other. Positive spatial
autocorrelation is said to exist where events are clustered or where events that are
close together have similar values than those that are farther apart (Chainey, 2005, p.
19).
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The Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation spatial statistics tool was selected to
measure spatial autocorrelation over a range of multiple distances to find a distance
where the z-score had a peak value for each year of crime incident point data. The
Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation tool works by performing a Global Moran’s I spatial
autocorrelation test at defined distance bands. Each iteration of the test returns a zscore along with other statistical measures. z-scores indicate the intensity of spatial
clustering, and statistically significant peak z-scores indicate distances where spatial
processes promoting clustering are most pronounced (ESRI, n.d.). The observed mean
distance from each of the Average Nearest Neighbor tests was used to determine an
appropriate starting distance for each point feature layer of data. The distance
increment was set to 500 feet. The number of distance bands was set to 10 and the
Manhattan distance method was used because most of Portland’s streets are laid out in
a typical grid orientation.

Figure 2-33: Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation spatial statistic workflow in Model Builder.

The Kernel Density spatial analyst tool was used on the crime data point feature
layers to identify areas where crime incidents are clustering throughout the entire city of
Portland. The kernel density tool calculates the magnitude-per-unit area of point
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features using a kernel function to fit a smoothly tapered surface to each point (ESRI,
n.d.). The desired output was to produce a raster showing the density of assault
offenses per square mile across the entire study area. Therefore, the number of offense
counts associated with each crime location point feature was used as the population
field since a single point feature may have numerous offenses associated with it. The
output cell size was set at 30 to ensure smoothing of contoured edges between cells
with different values. The search radius was set to 5,280 feet and the area units was set
to square miles to produce meaningful output numbers that would represent densities
per square mile. The processing extent and the mask environment variables were both
selected to use the Portland city boundary layer to ensure the output raster
encompassed the entire study area and not extend beyond its borders. The Jenks
Natural Breaks classification scheme was selected because it ensures the internal
homogeneity within classes while maintaining the heterogeneity among the classes
(Harries, 1999, p.51).
The next statistical analysis conducted at the macro level was performing a hot
spot analysis using the Getis-Ord Gi* spatial statistics tool, which identifies statistically
significant hot and cold spots using the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic. The resultant z-scores
and p-values tell you where features with either high or low values cluster spatially. This
tool works by looking at each feature within the context of neighboring features. A
feature with a high value is interesting but may not be a statistically significant hot spot.
To be a statistically significant hot spot, a feature will have a high value and be
surrounded by other features with high values as well. The local sum for a feature and
its neighbors is compared proportionally to the sum of all features; when the local sum
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is very different from the expected local sum, and when that difference is too large to be
the result of random chance, a statistically significant z-score results. The z-scores and
p-values that are considered statistically significant that tell you whether or not to reject
the null hypothesis, feature by feature. In effect, they indicate whether the observed
spatial clustering of high or low values is more pronounced than one would expect in a
random distribution of those same values (ESRI, n.d.). The offense count for each point
was used as the value to be evaluated using a fixed distance band. For each year of
crime data, the distance used in the Getis-Ord Gi* test was determined by the output of
the Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation test. The distance that corresponded with the
highest peak z-score was used as the fixed distance band and the Manhattan distance
method was utilized.
The final analysis performed at the macro level was to calculate a location
quotient (LQ) for each offense type to measure the concentration of assault crimes
within a 500-foot buffer around all the transit nodes throughout the entire city of
Portland. Reviewed literature of similar case studies utilized location quotients in the
spatial analysis of burglary and robbery crime near transit stations in Portland, Oregon
and burglaries in Gainesville, Florida (Barthuly 2019, Yang & Schneider 2005). A
location quotient calculation produces a ratio of the number of crimes per unit area
within a specific area of interest relative to the number of crimes per unit area
throughout a larger area.
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The formula for calculating location quotients is:

𝐿𝑄 =
Where:

𝑐 ⁄𝑎
𝐶 ⁄𝐴

c = The number of crimes in the region of interest

𝑎 = The measured area of the region of interest
C = The total number of crimes in the entire study area
A = The total measured area of the entire study area
The resulting number produced by the location quotient calculation is a ratio of
the density of crime within the area of interest relative to the density of crime throughout
the entire study area. Calculating location quotients of crime concentration within
buffered areas around transit nodes provides a means of identifying inhomogeneous
distributions of crime events across space. Location quotient values below 1.0 indicate
that the density of crime within the area of interest is lower than the density of crime
throughout the overall study area. Conversely, location quotient values greater than 1.0
indicate that the density of crime within the area of interest is higher than the density of
crime throughout the entire study area. Therefore, a location quotient value of 2.0 would
indicate that density of crime within the area of interest is two times greater than the
density of crime overall study region. A threshold location quotient value is often
established to indicate significant concentrations of crime. There is still some debate
over what that value should be. Some studies have used location quotient values of 1.6
and others have used a value of 2.0 (Barthuly, 2019). This study considers a location
quotient value of 2.0 or higher to indicate significant concentration of crime.
To perform the location quotient analysis at the macro level, the sum of offense
counts for each offense type was divided by the measured area in square miles of the
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entire study region of the Portland city boundary. The results of each of these
calculations forms the denominator for the location quotient formula in later steps. Next,
each of the TriMet point feature classes for stops, transit centers and park and rides
were merged into a single feature class to represent all point node locations that form
the public transit network. A 500-foot buffer was created around the transit network,
which is equivalent to 2 city blocks in Portland.

Figure 2-34: Workflow in Model Builder to merge all transit node feature classes into a single
feature class, create a 500-ft buffer around the merged feature class, and clip areas of the
buffer that extended beyond the city’s boundary.

Figure 2-35: Workflow process in Model Builder to add a new table field and use the Calculate
Geometry Attributes data management tool to calculate the buffered area in square miles.
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Figure 2-36: 500-foot buffer around all TriMet transit nodes within the Portland city
boundary.

A process workflow to calculate the location quotients for each individual offense
type was created in ArcGIS Pro’s Model Builder. The Select Layer by Location data
management tool was used to select offenses that occurred inside the buffered area.
The Copy Features tool was then used to create a new feature class containing only
those offenses within the buffer. The Summary Statistics analysis tool was used to
obtain the sum of the offense counts for both the offenses within the buffered area as
well as all the offenses throughout the entire study area. The Get Field Value tool from
the Model Builder Utilities was used to hold each of those values in variables called
Offenses in Buffer Area and Total Offenses respectively. The sum of offenses inside the
buffered area was divided by the measured area of the buffer area polygon feature. This
value was used as the numerator for the location quotient. The sum of all offenses in
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the entire study area was divided by the area of the city of Portland. This value was
used as the denominator in the location quotient.

Figure 2-37: Model Builder workflow to calculate location quotients for each offense type
throughout the entire study area of Portland.

Meso Level Analysis
The crime incident points were aggregated to the neighborhoods polygon feature
class to perform the meso level analysis. Although a known border issue arises when
using the point-in-polygon approach for aggregating crime incidents to discrete
neighborhood units (Zhang et al. 2012), neighborhood boundaries were selected to
aggregate offenses because the Portland Police Bureau publishes crime statistics at the
neighborhood level and crime incident point data contained a table field that identifies
the neighborhood in which a crime occurred. Crime concentration around transit nodes
were studied in five neighborhoods using the location quotient method. The Summarize
Within analysis tool was used to create a new feature layer in which both the count of
crime incident points as well as the sum of the offense counts contained within each
neighborhood polygon feature. The Add Field and Calculate Geometry Attributes data
management tools were also used to create a field to contain the area of the
neighborhood in square miles.
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Figure 2-38: Model Builder workflow using the Summarize Within tool to aggregate the sum of
offense counts to neighborhood polygons and calculate a crime density per square mile.

Location quotients were calculated on the Buckman, Centennial, Hazelwood,
King, and Lents neighborhoods. To conduct the location quotient analysis, new feature
layers were created for each neighborhood polygon. Each neighborhood polygon
feature was used to create new feature layers that contained only the transit nodes and
crime points that were within each neighborhood’s boundary. A 500-foot buffer was
created around transit nodes in each neighborhood. Buffers were clipped to remove
portions that extended beyond the neighborhood’s boundary. The area of the buffer was
calculated in square miles and stored in a new field in the attribute table. The same
process workflow model in Model Builder was used to perform the location quotient
calculation for each offense type within a 500-foot buffered area around transit nodes in
each neighborhood. Figures 2-44 through 2-46 provide an illustrative view of how
location quotients for concentration of assault crimes inside a 500-foot buffered area
around transit nodes are calculated at the neighborhood level.
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Figure 2-39: Locator map of the Buckman neighborhood.

Figure 2-40: Concentration of aggravated assaults in a 500-foot buffer compared to the
concentration of aggravated assaults throughout the neighborhood, 2015.
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Figure 2-41: Concentration of simple assaults in a 500-foot buffer compared to the
concentration of simple assaults throughout the neighborhood, 2015.

Figure 2-42: Concentration of intimidation assaults in a 500-foot buffer compared to the
concentration of intimidation assaults throughout the neighborhood, 2015.
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Figure 2-43: Workflow process to create 500-ft buffer around transit nodes within a single
neighborhood, clip the buffer to the neighborhood boundary, add a new table field and calculate
the feature’s geometry area in square miles.

Micro Level Analysis
Crime and place research has shown that the micro-place accounts for the
majority of the variability in spatial patterns of crime. Researchers have found that 60
percent, or more, of spatial variation can be accounted for using micro-places. However,
small spatial units are more likely to exhibit very few incidents and subsequently lead to
unreliability in analysis (Malleson et al., 2019). The micro level analysis in this project
applied the location quotient method to examine the concentration of offenses across
four distance bands around five busy intersections in Portland: S.E. Grand Avenue &
S.E. Belmont Street, E. Burnside Street & S.E. 122nd Avenue, S.E. Holgate Blvd and
S.E. 82nd Avenue, N.E. Killingsworth Street and N. Albina Avenue, and N. Lombard
Street & N. Philadelphia Avenue. A 1,000-foot buffer was created around nodes at each
intersection to serve as the greater surrounding study area by which crime
concentration would be compared. Multi-ring buffers comprised of four distance bands
of 250, 500, 750, and 1,000 feet were overlayed on top of each of the 1,000-foot
buffers. The multi-ring buffers were then split apart so that each distance band was a
unique feature layer. The areas of each individual buffer ring were calculated in units of
square miles. The same process used to calculate the location quotient values at the
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meso or neighborhood level, with the exception that the calculation needed to be
performed separately for each buffer ring. Figures 2-49 through 2-60 show aggravated,
simple and intimidation offenses within each of the four buffer rings around the transit
nodes located at the intersection of S.E. Grand Avenue and S.E. Belmont Street.

Figure 2-44: Locator map of 1,000-foot buffer around transit nodes at the S.E. Grand
Avenue & S.E. Belmont Street intersection.
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Figure 2-45: Concentration of aggravated assaults in a 250-foot buffer compared with
the concentration of aggravated assaults throughout the study area, 2015.

Figure 2-46: Concentration of simple assaults in a 250-foot buffer compared with the
concentration of simple assaults throughout the study area, 2015.
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Figure 2-47: Concentration of intimidation assaults in a 250-foot buffer compared with
the concentration of intimidation assaults throughout the study area, 2015.

Figure 2-48: Concentration of aggravated assaults in a 500-foot buffer ring compared
with the concentration of aggravated assaults throughout the study area, 2015.
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Figure 2-49: Concentration of simple assaults in a 500-foot buffer ring compared with the
concentration of simple assaults throughout the study area, 2015.

Figure 2-50: Concentration of intimidation assaults in a 500-foot buffer ring compared
with the concentration of intimidation assaults throughout the study area, 2015.
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Figure 2-51: Concentration of aggravated assaults in a 750-foot buffer ring compared
with the concentration of aggravated assaults throughout the study area, 2015.

Figure 2-52: Concentration of simple assaults in a 750-foot buffer ring compared with the
concentration of simple assaults throughout the study area, 2015.
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Figure 2-53: Concentration of intimidation assaults in a 750-foot buffer ring compared
with the concentration of intimidation assaults throughout the study area, 2015.

Figure 2-54: Concentration of aggravated assaults in a 1,000-foot buffer ring compared
with the concentration of aggravated assaults throughout the study area, 2015.
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Figure 2-55: Concentration of simple assaults in a 1,000-foot buffer ring compared with
the concentration of simple assaults throughout the study area, 2015.

Figure 2-56: Concentration of intimidation assaults in a 1,000-foot buffer ring compared
with the concentration of intimidation assaults throughout the study area, 2015.
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Figure 2-57: Micro level location quotient calculation workflow in Model Builder.
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RESULTS
Macro Level Analysis
For each year of crime data, the results of the average nearest neighbor tests
had a nearest neighbor ratio of less than 1, indicating the point patterns were clustered
and not randomly distributed. The observed mean distance decreased every year
between 2015 and 2019. The negative z-scores further indicated that the distribution of
the point patterns had a less than 1% likelihood of being the result of random chance.

Figure 3-1: Average nearest neighbor ratio results.

Figure 3-2: Average nearest neighbor observed mean distance results.
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Figure 3-3: Average nearest neighbor z-score results.

The Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation test was performed on each offense type
for every year in the study period. The results from each of the incremental spatial
autocorrelation tests show both the peak z-score values and the distances at which they
occurred varied by offense type and changed from year to year. z-score results in the
spatial autocorrelation test indicate the intensity of clustering of points. Peak z-scores
occurred at distances where clustering was most pronounced (ESRI Support ArcGIS
Tool Reference). Results from the incremental spatial autocorrelation test over the fiveyear period showed that distances at which clustering of crime incident points was most
pronounced shifted from year to year for each offense type.
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Figure 3-4: z-score values for aggravated assaults from incremental spatial
autocorrelation test.

Figure 3-5: z-score values for simple assaults from incremental spatial autocorrelation
test.
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Figure 3-6: z-score values for intimidation assaults from incremental spatial
autocorrelation test.

The kernel density analysis showed that the downtown area consistently had the
greatest magnitude of assault crimes per square mile every year in the study period.
The kernel density analysis also showed that each offense type experienced both
changes in magnitude of assault crime per unit area, as well as locational shifts in other
areas of the city, particularly north and east of downtown. Similarly, the hot spot
analysis showed the downtown area exhibited the greatest number of statistically
significant hot spot clusters of assault crimes. Although there were a few hot spots
around transit nodes in other parts of the city each year, they were not persistent
throughout the entire study period. These results suggest that factors other than
proximity to transit nodes may account for these variations in the distribution of assault
crimes over time.
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Kernel Density Analysis Map Figures

Figure 3-7: Aggravated assault kernel density per square mile, 2015.

Figure 3-8: Aggravated assault kernel density per square mile, 2016.
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Figure 3-9: Aggravated assault kernel density per square mile, 2017.

Figure 3-10: Aggravated assault kernel density per square mile, 2018
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Figure 3-11: Aggravated assault kernel density per square mile, 2019.

Figure 3-12: Simple assault kernel density per square mile, 2015.
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Figure 3-13: Simple assault kernel density per square mile, 2016.

Figure 3-14: Simple assault kernel density per square mile, 2017.
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Figure 3-15: Simple assault kernel density per square mile, 2018.

Figure 3-16: Simple assault kernel density per square mile, 2019.
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Figure 3-17: Intimidation assault kernel density per square mile, 2015.

Figure 3-18: Intimidation assault kernel density per square mile, 2016.
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Figure 3-19: Intimidation assault kernel density per square mile, 2017.

Figure 3-20: Intimidation assault kernel density per square mile, 2018.
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Figure 3-21: Intimidation assault kernel density per square mile, 2019.

Hot Spot Analysis Map Figures

Figure 3-22: Aggravated assault hot spots, 2015.
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Figure 3-23: Aggravated assault hot spots, 2016.

Figure 3-24: Aggravated assault hot spots, 2017.
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Figure 3-25: Aggravated assault hot spots, 2018.

Figure 3-26: Aggravated assault hot spots, 2019
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Figure 3-27: Simple assault hot spots, 2015.

Figure 3-28: Simple assault hot spots, 2016.
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Figure 3-29: Simple assault hot spots, 2017.

Figure 3-30: Simple assault hot spots, 2018.
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Figure 3-31: Simple assault hot spots, 2019.

Figure 3-32: Intimidation assault hot spots, 2015.
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Figure 3-33: Intimidation assault hot spots, 2016.

Figure 3-34: Intimidation assault hot spots, 2017.
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Figure 3-35: Intimidation assault hot spots, 2018.

Figure 3-36: Intimidation assault hot spots, 2019.
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The results of the location quotient test at the macro level show that the
concentration of crimes for all three assault offense types were consistently 2.4 to 2.8
times greater than the concentration of assault crimes per square mile throughout the
entire study area of Portland’s city boundary. The average location quotient for each
offense type over the five-year period were: 2.6 for aggravated assaults, 2.7 for simple
assaults, and 2.5 for intimidation offenses.

Figure 3-37: Results of the macro level location quotient analysis.

Meso Level Analysis
The meso level analysis calculated location quotient values for each offense type
for all five years in the following five neighborhoods: Buckman, Centennial, Hazelwood,
King, and Lents. The same workflow process used at the macro level was used to
calculate each location quotient at the neighborhood level. The Centennial, Hazelwood,
and Lents neighborhoods showed the greatest concentration levels of assault crimes
within the 500-foot buffered area around transit nodes.
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Table 3-1: Neighborhood and 500-foot buffer areas in square miles.
Neighborhood

Neighborhood
Area SQMI

500-ft Buffer
Area SQMI

% Neighborhood
Area Inside
500-ft Buffer

Buckman

1.086

0.669

61.6%

Centennial

3.259

0.786

24.1%

Hazelwood

4.045

1.431

35.4%

King

0.633

0.317

50.1%

Lents

3.566

1.231

34.5%

Figure 3-38: Buckman neighborhood location quotient analysis results.

Figure 3-39: Centennial neighborhood location quotient analysis results.
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Figure 3-40: Hazelwood neighborhood location quotient analysis results.

Figure 3-41: King neighborhood location quotient analysis results.

Figure 3-42: Lents neighborhood location quotient analysis results.
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Micro Level Analysis
The micro level analysis examined the concentration of assault crimes across
four distance bands of 250, 500, 750, and 1,000 feet at five intersections: SE Grand
Avenue & SE Belmont Street, E Burnside Street & SE 122 nd Avenue, SE Holgate Blvd &
SE 82nd Avenue, NE Killingsworth Street & N Albina Avenue, and N Lombard Street & N
Philadelphia Avenue. The results from the micro level analysis at each intersection are
considerably varied from one location to the next, indicating there is no consistent
pattern of assault crimes being more concentrated closer to transit nodes. The location
quotients for each offense type also varied over each incremental distance band from
one year to the next. Crime concentrations were consistently at a significantly higher
level in the 0-to-250-foot distance band at both the SE Holgate & 82nd Ave and the NE
Killingsworth Street and N Albina Avenue intersections, suggesting a spatial relationship
between assault crimes and the proximity to transit nodes does exist at those locations.

Figure 3-43: SE Grand Avenue and SE Belmont Street location quotient analysis results,
2015.
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Figure 3-44: SE Grand Avenue and SE Belmont Street location quotient analysis results,
2016.

Figure 3-45: SE Grand Avenue and SE Belmont Street location quotient analysis results,
2017.

Figure 3-46: SE Grand Avenue and SE Belmont Street location quotient analysis results,
2018.
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Figure 3-47: SE Grand Avenue and SE Belmont Street location quotient analysis results,
2019.

Figure 3-48: E Burnside Street and SE 122nd Avenue location quotient analysis results,
2015.

Figure 3-49: E Burnside Street and SE 122nd Avenue location quotient analysis results,
2016.
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Figure 3-50: E Burnside Street and SE 122nd Avenue location quotient analysis results,
2017.

Figure 3-51: E Burnside Street and SE 122nd Avenue location quotient analysis results,
2018.

Figure 3-52: E Burnside Street and SE 122nd Avenue location quotient analysis results,
2019.
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Figure 3-53: SE Holgate Blvd and SE 82nd Avenue location quotient analysis results,
2015.

Figure 3-54: SE Holgate Blvd and SE 82nd Avenue location quotient analysis results,
2016.

Figure 3-55: SE Holgate Blvd and SE 82nd Avenue location quotient analysis results,
2017.
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Figure 3-56: SE Holgate Blvd and SE 82nd Avenue location quotient analysis results,
2018.

Figure 3-57: SE Holgate Blvd and SE 82nd Avenue location quotient analysis results,
2019.

Figure 3-58: NE Killingsworth Street and N Albina Avenue location quotient analysis
results, 2015.
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Figure 3-59: NE Killingsworth Street and N Albina Avenue location quotient analysis
results, 2016.

Figure 3-60: NE Killingsworth Street and N Albina Avenue location quotient analysis
results, 2017.

Figure 3-61: NE Killingsworth Street and N Albina Avenue location quotient analysis
results, 2018.
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Figure 3-62: NE Killingsworth Street and N Albina Avenue location quotient analysis
results, 2019.

Figure 3-63: N Lombard Street and N Philadelphia Avenue location quotient analysis
results, 2015.

Figure 3-64: N Lombard Street and N Philadelphia Avenue location quotient analysis
results, 2016.
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Figure 3-65: N Lombard Street and N Philadelphia Avenue location quotient analysis
results, 2017.

Figure 3-66: N Lombard Street and N Philadelphia Avenue location quotient analysis
results, 2018.

Figure 3-67: N Lombard Street and N Philadelphia Avenue location quotient analysis
results, 2019.
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CONCLUSION
This analysis focused on studying whether there was a proximity relationship
between assault crimes and mass transit nodes. At the small-scale macro level
analysis, it appears as though a spatial relationship does exist because the location
quotient calculation results showed that the concentration of assault crimes within a
500-foot buffer around transit nodes were 2.4 to 2.8 times greater than the overall
concentration of assault crimes throughout entire city of Portland.
The results at the meso and micro levels of analysis are less conclusive, as there
is not a consistent pattern of assault crime levels being more concentrated closer to
transit nodes. Although some neighborhoods showed greater crime concentrations
closer to transit nodes, many of those were not above the significant level threshold.
Additionally, there were several cases in which the crime concentrations were lower
inside the buffered area. The results of the location quotient analysis at the micro level
also showed that there is a significant degree of variation of crime distribution within a
1,000-foot radius from transit nodes between the intersections that were studied.
Limitations of the crime data becomes apparent at large-scale analysis. Since
crime points are geocoded to either the centroid of an intersection or the mid-point of a
city block, the accuracy of an analysis suffers considerably when studying smaller
geographic spaces. A second limitation of the crime data was the significant number of
crime incident points that were unusable due to a lack of XY coordinates. Since an
average of 3,155 crime incident points were discarded for each year of data, it is difficult
to know whether the outcome of the analysis truly reflects how assault crime
concentration varied throughout the study area.
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This analysis only considered the spatial proximity of crime incident locations
relative to transit nodes. Further study of this subject could expand upon the techniques
used in this analysis by including methods that examine other contributing factors
commonly associated with criminal behavior, such as land use, population density,
socioeconomic demographics, and unemployment rates.
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